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North Slope Borough 
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

P.O. Box69 
Barrow, Alaska 99723 
Phone: 907 852-2611 or 0200 
Fax: 907 852-0337 

September 5, 2017 

State Director 
Bureau of Land Management 
Alaska State Office 

Harry K. Brower, Jr., Mayor 

222 West 7th A venue, Mail stop 13 
Anchorage, AK 99513-7504 

Re: Call for Nominations and Comments for the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska Oil 
and Gas Lease Sale 

Dear Sir: 

The North Slope Borough (Borough) appreciates this opportunity to comment on the Bureau of 
Land Management's (BLM) call for nominations and comments on all unleased tracts for the 
upcoming National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (NPR-A) Oil and Gas Lease Sale, including 
tracts currently unavailable for leasing under the 2013 NPR-A Integrated Activity Plan (IAP). 

You have requested "nominations and comments on all unleased tracts for the upcoming NPR-A 
Oil and Gas Lease Sale, including tracts currently unavailable for leasing under the 2013 NPR
A Integrated Activity Plan." 82 Fed. Reg. 36,827 (August 7, 2017) (emphasis added). We 
understand that the Department of the Interior (DOI) is also pursuing an effort to review and 
develop a revised NPR-A IAP pursuant to Secretarial Order No. 3352 (S.O. 3352). 1 

The Borough makes the following comments and recommendations on those areas currently 
unavailable to leasing under the 2013 NPR-A IAP. 

1 Specifically, S.O. 3352 directs the DOI Assistant Secretary- Land and Minerals Management to submit to the 
Counselor to the Secretary of the Interior for Energy Policy: 

(1) a schedule to effectuate the lawful review and development ofa revised Integrated Activity 
Plan for the NPR-A that strikes an appropriate statutory balance of promoting development while 
protecting surface resources; and 

(2) an evaluation, under the existing Integrated Activity Plan, on efficiently and effectively 
maximizing the tracts offered for sale during the next NPR-A lease sale. 
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Introduction 

Covering 22.6 million acres, the entire NPR-A lies within the boundaries of the North Slope 
Borough, a home rule regional municipal government chartered and operating under the laws of 
the State of Alaska. The majority of Borough residents are Ifiupiat, and live a subsistence 
lifestyle, dependent upon the wild resources of our traditional lands and waters for our physical 
health and our cultural and spiritual well-being. 

The area encompassed by the NPR-A has been used by the Ifiupiat people for centuries and 
continues to be of great importance to the well-being of our residents today. It contains habitat 
unique on the North Slope and sees exceptional seasonal concentrations of wildlife resources. 
The region contains important nesting and staging areas for waterfowl, shorebirds and raptors, 
overwintering and spawning areas for fish, and calving and insect-relief habitat for caribou. 
Many of these wildlife and fish populations, including vast numbers of waterfowl and the 
Teshekpuk Lake, Central Arctic, and Western Arctic Caribou Herds, migrate to, through and 
from the NPR-A following relatively predictable patterns. In terms of the numbers of caribou 
harvested for subsistence, the Teshekpuk Lake Herd is today the most important herd on the 
North Slope. Additionally, scores of Ifiupiat cultural sites, traditional subsistence cabins, 
campsites, .transportation routes and key harvest areas dot the landscape. 

While always mindful of the critical need to protect the environment and preserve subsistence 
opportunities, the North Slope Borough and our residents also recognize that our ability to 
provide services to our communities depends on the taxation of oil and gas infrastructure. The 
potential for oil and gas leasing, exploration and development in the NPR-A therefore presents 
difficult questions of priorities and policy for the Borough and other North Slope organizations. 
A significant westward expansion of facilities from the largely centralized Prudhoe Bay/Kuparuk 
industrial complex will bring impacts, as well as opportunities to communities, extended families 
and individuals not yet directly touched by activities on that scale. Our challenge has always 
been to find a balance between the need for industry-fueled revenue and preservation of a 
healthy North Slope environment, healthy subsistence resource populations and vibrant 
traditional subsistence culture of our people. 

Throughout the past 40 years, we have vigorously exercised our authority and influence to 
ensure that industrial operations are sited and conducted to the greatest extent possible in an 
environmentally and culturally sensitive manner. We have not always been successful in halting 
or conditioning operations to fully avoid or minimize adverse impacts. Our communities have 
felt the cumulative impacts of development, as acknowledged by industry and federal and state 
agencies.2 For the most part, however, and to some extent because of the Borough's insistence on 
appropriate conditions, onshore oil and gas operations have been designed and operated without 
causing significant long-term effects on the environment, wildlife populations or the Ifiupiat 
subsistence culture. 

2 See e.g., BLM, Northeast NPR-A Supplemental IAP/EIS, Section 4.7.7 Curriulative Impacts (2008) 
(Acknowledging occurrence of cumulative impacts to air quality, bird habitat, caribou habitat, and subsistence uses). 
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The North Slope Borough's 2012 Proposed Leasing Alternative for the NPR-A 

Because the North Slope Borough's interests and concerns are complex, any effort by the 
Borough to develop a position with respect to oil and gas leasing in the NPR-A is not a simple 
process. Nevertheless, in 2012, the Borough developed its own NPR-A leasing management 
proposal ("2012 NSB Leasing Alternative") and urged the BLM to give appropriate weight and 
deference to our proposal in the final NPR-A IAP.3 To our dismay, the BLM selected its 
Alternative B-2 as the Preferred Alternative in the Final NPR-A IAP, placi:ng an overly 
expansive area off-limits to oil and gas leasing and departing dramatically from the Borough's 
2012 NSB Leasing Alternative.4 The BLM's 2013 NPR-A IAP expanded the Teshekpuk Lake 
Special Area from 1.75 million acres to 3.65 million acres, the Utukok River Uplands Special 
Area from 3.97 million acres to 7.06 million acres, and created a new 107,000 acre Peard Bay 
Special Area. Overall, the 2013 NPR-A IAP made approximately 11.8 million acres available for 
oil and gas leasing, and left approximately 11 million acres unavailable for leasing. 

The 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative outlined the Borough's views, developed in consultation 
with our communities, regarding areas within the NPR-A which may appropriately be made 
available for leasing. At the time, the Borough summarized its recommendations as follows: 

Generally, the Borough recommends implementation of Alternative A, but with 
the southern region ofNPR-A also opened for oil and gas leasing. In other words, 
apply the current package of stipulations and required operating procedures 
(ROPs) as presented in the 2008 Record of Decision for the former Northeast 
Planning Area, to the entire NPR-A. The area in the former Northwest Planning 
Area currently deferred from leasing until 2014 should be included in future lease 
sales upon expiration of the deferral. The area north and east of Teshekpuk Lake 
currently deferred from leasing until 2018 should be subject to an additional, 
targeted planning process before a decision is made to extend the deferral or open 
the area to leasing subject to appropriate protective measures. Special Areas 
should remain as currently defined. And, no Wild and Scenic Rivers should be 
designated. 5 

We believe the 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative accurately characterized the affected biological 
and human environments of the North Slope region; effectively addressed the reasonably 
foreseeable impacts that oil and gas operations may have on the resources, uses and values we 
recognize as requiring protection; and clearly described and justified the measures warranted to 
provide that protection. As the stakeholders most directly facing the impacts of the management 
decisions the Secretary and the BLM will make concerning the NPR-A, we hope that BLM will 
more fully consider the 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative as it re-examines future leasing 
opportunities within the NPR- A. 

3 See North Slope Borough, Comments on Draft Integrated Activity Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for 
the National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (June 15, 2012) ("201 2 NSB Leas ing Alternative"). 
4 See North S lope Borougli Comments on Draft Final EIS and Preferred Alternative 8-2 (October 11 , 2012). 
5 201 2 NSB Leasing Alternative at 3. 
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The Borough also uses this opportunity to voice its support of the Alaska Strategic 
Transportation and Resource Project (ASTAR) and encourages the BLM to consider this project 
when developing a revised Integrated Activity Plan for the NPR-A. The ASTAR project could 
provide joint benefits to local residents and industry associated with cooperative use of a more 
permanent transportation network. A revised NPR-A IAP should define transportation corridors 
for shared use to reduce impacts, streamline permitting of surface uses and move the North Slope 
region forward towards lowering costs of goods and services and improving the quality of life 
for residents. 

Leasing within Tracts Currently Unavailable under the 2013 NPR-A IAP 

The North Slope Borough appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on specific areas that 
may be appropriate for leasing within the NPR-A. At a minimum, we think that the BLM should 
open more tracts to leasing than were available under the 2013 NPR-A IAP. However, any 
specific proposal to evaluate oil and gas leasing within areas currently set aside under the 2013 
NPR-A IAP should be predicated upon further consultation with the Borough and affected 
communities. This is particularly important for any proposal that would expand leasing beyond 
those areas specifically supported by the Borough in the 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative. 

U tukok River Uplands Special Area 

The 2013 NPR-A IAP made much of the Utukok River Upland Special Area (URUSA) 
unavailable to leasing and new non-subsistence infrastructure. The primary justification offered 
for this decision was the protection of the calving area of the Western Arctic Caribou (WAC) 
herd. The Borough agreed at the time that the WAC core calving area merits special protection, 
but noted that the area delineated in the Preferred Alternative incorporated a significantly larger 
area than what is actually used as the WAC core calving area. The Borough generally 
recommends that the BLM open the southern region ofNPR-A to oil and gas leasing, though the 
BLM should consult with the Borough and affected communities about steps that may be taken 
to protect the WAC core calving area. 

Teshekpuk Lake Special Area 

The Teshekpuk Lake Special Area (TLSA) is critical to the subsistence needs of North Slope 
residents and others, as it is a major wildlife habitat for waterfowl, shorebirds, fish and caribou. 
The TSLA provides a major calving and insect relief area for caribou, including the Teshekpuk 
Lake, Central Arctic and Western Arctic Caribou herds. Development within the TLSA could 
significantly impact these species and jeopardize the subsistence activities of most North Slope 
residents. For these reasons, the TLSA merits special protection and consideration. Industry has 
long maintained, however, that the TLSA has high oil and gas potential, and we realize that 
industry must go where the oil and gas are located. We believe a compromise is possible, 
wherein more of the TLSA can be opened to leasing, and robust permit stipulations and best 
management practices would prevent significant impacts to wildlife. 

The Borough has previously indicated that the TLSA incorporates an area substantially larger 
than is necessary to protect surface resources and uses. According to our wildlife biologists, the 
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boundaries for the TLSA area are too large and incorporate areas that are neither critical for 
wildlife or subsistence hunting. For example, precluding leasing in the area between Teshekpuk 
Lake and Dease Inlet is unlikely to provide much additional benefit to caribou; areas west of 
Teshekpuk Lake and south of Township 12 have a very low probability of use during the calving 
season through the insect relief seasons. In the context of protecting caribou, it makes little sense 
that BLM would make this region unavailable to oil and gas leasing. 

Some limitations on leasing in the area between Dease Inlet and UIC lands, denoted as the far 
western edge of the TLSA, may provide added protection for Steller's eiders, which appear to 
use that area for nesting. However, in developing the 2013 NPR-A IAP, BLM did not adequately 
consider whether this area needs to be closed to oil and gas leasing or exploratory drilling. 
Additionally, limitations on leasing within the western area of TLSA might also provide some 
marginal benefits to yellow-billed loons. However, as we noted in 2012, the impacts of oil and 
gas exploration and development may not be so severe as to render that area unsuitable for that 
activity. Our 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative found that it would be reasonable to conclude that 
oil and gas exploration, development and production could occur on nearly all of the lands west 
of Teshekpuk Lake without much disruption to the yellow-billed loon population-provided 
appropriate mitigation measures are implemented. 

The 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative concluded generally that Alternative A, as described in the 
BLM's 2012 Draft Final NPR-A IAP/EIS, would provide a rational management scheme for the 
Teshekpuk Lake region. Mitigation measures developed over time, and in consultation with 
multiple stakeholders to protect surface resources and uses, could be implemented over the entire 
TLSA to protect caribou, yellow-billed loons, eiders and subsistence hunting. Choosing a 
management scheme similar to Alternative A would also open areas identified by BLM as 
having "high" oil and gas potential, including areas where leases previously have been sold and 
exploratory drilling has occurred. 

The BLM's NPR-A IAP management scheme provided a high level of protection for wildlife and 
subsistence, but did not facilitate or encourage oil and gas development in areas with the highest 
resource potential. While we appreciate the BLM's intent to protect wildlife and areas that are 
important to our subsistence hunters, we have repeatedly expressed that in many instances, 
resource development, coupled with robust permit stipulations and best management practices 
can occur without significant, negative impacts on wildlife or other subsistence resources. 

Special Areas 

Generally, the statutory and regulatory framework governing the management of the NPR-A 
dictates that the "Secretary of the Interior shall commence further petroleum exploration of the 
reserve."6 The legal framework provides that protection of Special Areas should be 
accomplished in a manner that is consistent with oil and gas exploration: 

Conduct of exploration within designated areas to protect surface values. 

6 42 U.S.C. §§ 6504(c) and 6506(a). 
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Any exploration within the Utukok River, the Teshekpuk Lake areas, and other 
areas designated by the Secretary of the Interior containing any significant 
subsistence, recreational, fish and wildlife, or historical or scenic value, shall be 
conducted in a manner which will assure the maximum protection of such surface 
values to the extent consistent with the requirements of this Act/or the exploration 
of the reserve ( emphasis added). 7 

In our view, this definition clearly contemplates that oil and gas activities may occur within "the 
Utukok River, the Teshekpuk Lake areas, and other [special] areas," but that these activities will 
be conducted in a manner that is sensitive to identified surface values. In contrast, the 2013 
NPR-A IAP provided a high level of protection for surface resources, but did not facilitate or 
encourage oil and gas development in the areas of NPR-A that have the highest resource 
potential. We greatly appreciate the BLM's efforts to protect subsistence resources and areas that 
are important to our subsistence hunters. However, we believe that the BLM's 2013 NPR-A IAP 
placed an overly expansive area off limits and that the impacts of development in the NP A-A 
can be largely mitigated through site specific consultation, robust permit stipulations and best 
management practices. 

Conclusion 

Among all stakeholders, the future management of the NPR-A is of the greatest importance to 
the lfiupiat people of the North Slope. Therefore, we expect to play a meaningful role in any new 
planning and development efforts in the NPR-A. 

The Borough supports continued oil and gas leasing, exploration and development within the 
NPR-A. We therefore urge BLM to reexamine the Borough's 2012 NSB Leasing Alternative, 
described above, which would allow for the most leasing, exploration and development possible, 
while also providing sufficient assurances to our residents that their environment, wildlife 
resources and subsistence culture will be protected. Just as importantly, however, BLM must 
continue to postpone leasing within the most sensitive areas of the NPR- A until sufficient data is 
available and appropriate consultation has occurred to inform its decisions. In all cases, the 
Borough must be a party to management decisions concerning the traditional lands of the Ifiupiat 
people on the North Slope. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Sincerely, 

;._~-(7 
Harry K. Brower, Jr. 
Mayor 

7 42 U.S.C. § 6504(a); see also 43 C.F.R. § 2361.0-2. 
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CC: Forrest "Deano" Olemaun, CAO 
Kenneth Robbins, Advisor to the Mayor 
Taqulik Hepa, Director, Wildlife Management 
Gordon Brower, Director, Planning 
Felipe Farley, Borough Attorney 
Tom Lohman, Environmental Resources Specialist 
Robert Suydam, Senior Wildlife Biologist 
Kevin Fisher, Assistant Borough Attorney 
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